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The original Skull Exhaust Tip is made out of
356 cast aluminum. This highly detailed, hand
painted and buffed skull will give your ride a
look that will blow your mind! Our exhaust
belching skull will fit without adaptors over
76,2 mm exhaust pipes and will not restrict air
flow. This is not a cheap plastic toy. Adaptors
for H-D touring models are available in 3 sizes.
Total weight without adaptors is approx. 1 kg.
682771 Skull exhaust tip, polished
682772 Adaptor, outer diameter 3”
682773 Adaptor, outer diameter 3,5”
682774 Adaptor, outer diameter 4”

Drilled

650357

Brass Exhaust End Caps by
Paughco

CNC-Machined from Brass. Available in 1 3/4"
& 2" to fit most aftermarket exhaust systems.
Easy to install, slides into place and is held in
place using the 1/4" hardware that is provided
(drilling a hole in the exhaust pipe may be
required). Sold in pairs and made in the U.S.A.
For 1 3/4" Pipes
650357
Short Curve exhaust end caps, 1 3/4"
650358
Long Curve exhaust end caps, 1 3/4"
650359
Tapered exhaust end caps, 1 3/4"
For 2" Pipes
650360
Short Curve exhaust end caps, 2"
650361
Long Curve exhaust end caps, 2"
650362
Tapered exhaust end caps, 2"

Tapered

Bullet/Tapered/Drilled Holes Heat
Shields

Bullet holes, tapered holes and drilled style
heat shields in several lentgh as high temperatur black painted, chromed or stainless steel
polished version. To mount on exhaust systems
from 1 3/4” to 2” outer diameter. Sold each.
683084 Bullet holes heat shield long chrome
683085 Bullet holes heat shield short chrome
683088 Bullet holes heat shield long black
683089 Bullet holes heat shield short black
683086 Tapered holes heat shield long chrome
683087 Tapered holes heat shield short chrome
683090 Tapered holes heat shield long black
683091 Tapered holes heat shield short black
683092 Drilled heat shield short polished
683093 Drilled heat shield long polished

7.68

“Astro Tip” Exhaust Tips by
Crime Scene Choppers

These stainless exhaust tips are out of this
world. They look like they could be spare
parts from Buck Rogers’ ship, or perhaps
a 50’s Detroit dream car! Precision formed
from .090” thick 17-4 stainless steel and hand
polished to a mirror finish, these distinctive
exhaust flares are sure to help your bike stand
out from the crowd! 2 5/8” OD at the widest point, tapering back to slip-fit into a 2”
Exhaust pipe, and held in place with a stainless
screw (included). 4” in overall length, including the slip-fit shoulder. An extremely high
quality part, crafted right here in USA by Joe &
crew at Crime Scene Choppers. Sold each.
632162 Astro Exhaust Tip – sold each

Brass Exhaust Tips by Chica
Custom Cycles

Lathe-turned from solid brass then polished
smooth and available in three sizes to fit most
popular pipes. 1/8" thick at the back of the
tip gives pipes a heavy wall look. Gradually
tapered cone inside allows exhaust gas to
travel smoothly through the tip. Easy to install,
slides into place and is held in position using
one 1/4"x 20 screw (not included). Note:
Drilling hole in existing pipe required. Sold
each.
380176 Brass Tip. Fits 2 1/4" exhaust pipes

